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Press Release Summary: Worldtvradio announces today that its 
globally awarded software world TV and Radio Tuner version 
5.6 Toolbar edition is now available as freeware  

Press Release Body: World TVRT Toolbar Edition is an internet 
television and radio tuner that allows users to watch 1750 TV 
channels and listen to 8500 online radio stations. 

Since its first version, launched in October 2003, world TVRT has 
became the most popular internet tuner; in fact, the original idea of an 
Internet TV and radio tuner was conceived and developed by the 
engineers at Worldtvradio. This concept is used today by many 
others software developers and companies in several countries. 
According to Mauricio Soler Chief Engineer and Development 
Director of worldtvradio this version includes many new features 
suggested by thousands of users of the previous versions, with the 
same quality and database that the commercial version but it’s FREE. 

“world TVRT Toolbar Edition will be available to download until we 
get to 10,000 free users, after that milestone is reached, the download 



links will be temporarily deactivated until our marketing and 
Development departments evaluate our servers charge and 
performance; this measure is necessary in order to keep our service 
up and running smoothly” says Kathy Haro from I+D Department.  

Yolanda Rozo, Sales Manager, discussing this new marketing 
approach said: “We received thousands of messages asking for a free 
version of world TV and Radio Tuner (world TVRT), until now, it 
was impossible to offer our software as Freeware because there are 
many maintenance and operational costs involved, but thanks to 
Conduit™, we can now offer world TVRT for free, with just one 
condition: to download, use and keep installed our new toolbar; it 
includes several tools and small applications that will enhance users 
desktop and internet browsing experience, at the same time, we will 
receive a modest compensation through toolbar usage” and she 
added: “There are not tricks, we have selected Conduit to provide as 
with the Toolbar technology because their toolbars are clean of 
malicious software and searches are powered by Google™ directly, in 
other words, the toolbar does not modify queries nor Google results”. 

About worldtvradio 
Worldtvradio has been involved in software development for more 
than 15 years and its latest achievement has been the production and 
marketing of the most advanced radio and TV tuner for the Internet. 
Additional information can be found at: http://www.worldtvradio.com 

Download Links 
World TVRT toolbar Edition: 
http://www.worldtvradio.com/download/setupt.exe 
Worldtvradio’s Toolbar: http://worldtvradio.myradiotoolbar.com/exe 

Web Site: http://www.worldtvradio.com/worldTVRT-free-
version-eng.htm  
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